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Join our free mailing list to receive  
an email notification of each issue.  
To subscribe please visit our website 

Welcome to the June issue of the 
‘Cactus and Succulent Review’. 
They say a picture is worth a 
thousand words and I am always 
delighted to have a choice of  
great pictures to illustrate an 
article.  
I always enjoy choosing a picture 
for the front cover as well. 
Sometimes I try out a number of 
different things before deciding, 
others a picture just speaks to me 
“Oi, front cover, me!”  
That was certainly the case with 
this issue’s front cover of 
Cephalopentandra ecirrhosa which 
(in case you missed the caption on 
page 2) is taken from Sue Allan’s 
article on her magnificent Kenyan 
garden (see page 49).  
Cephalopentandra is a monotypic 
genus in the Cucurbitaceae family. 
The caudex of C. ecirrhosa can 
grow to 20-60cm in habitat and 
weigh more than 10kg. 

I very much enjoyed laying out 
Frazer Henderson’s fascinating 
article on Socotra, with so much 
information on the island and its 
unique succulent species. 
I can’t always include every picture 
I am sent, so I am showing here an 
illustration which didn’t make it into 
the article.  
There is plenty more of course 
ranging from an item on a little 
known Weberocereus, to some 
unique ways of germinating  
Lithops seeds.  
Finally I am indebted once again to 
Matt Candeias for letting me 
include a fascinating item on 
Blossfeldia liliputana taken from his 
blog, ‘In Defense of Plants’. Also to 
Ray Stephenson for the item on 
Rhipsalis ewaldiana which originally 
appeared in the newsletter of the 
Northumbria Branch of the British 
Cactus and Succulent Society. 

Sheila Cude 
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Adenium obesum subsp. 
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The ‘Cactus and Succulent 
Review’ is delighted to  
be presenting ‘Cactus  
at the Castle’ this year, 
giving us the opportunity to offer readers less  
than half-price admission to the event at Lullingstone 
Castle. 
‘Cactus at the Castle’ will feature plant sales from 
some of the UK’s leading cactus and succulent 
nurseries as well as an auction, plant displays and 
entertaining talks by Graham Charles and regular 
‘Cactus and Succulent Review’ contributors Vicky 
Davies and Graham Evans. 
Lullingstone Castle is the family seat of Tom Hart Dyke 
and home to his renowned World Garden of Plants. 
Tom will give guided tours on both event days and 
there will also be a fabulously colourful display of 
dahlias by top grower Darren Everest. The castle itself 
will be open to visitors again following its enforced 
closure during the pandemic and mouth-watering 

Mexican food will be 
available too. 

Look out for more 
details in the September 

issue of ‘Cactus and Succulent Review’, including ways 
in which you can claim your discounted entry.  
In the meantime, if you can join us, email Sheila for 
information on how to claim the discount. Please 
indicate whether you are a member of our mailing list 
or whether you read the CSR from an online link or 
Facebook. 
More information will be available from mid-June on 
our website, including a list of sellers.

Location  
Lullingstone Castle, Eynsford, Kent,  
DA4 0JA, UK  
Visit Lullingstone Castle for more 
information on how to find us 
Admission prices 
Adults: £12.50 (Under 16s Free) 
Special Price for Cactus and Succulent 
Review readers: £6.00

Saturday 24th & Sunday 25th September 2022 
11.00am to 5.00pm  

A Mexican Celebration Weekend

mailto:sheila@cactusandsucculentreview.org.uk
https://www.cactusandsucculentreview.org.uk
https://www.lullingstonecastle.co.uk/directions
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Method 1 
Carefully collect your Lithops seeds and place them in 
some appropriate paper envelopes. Make sure you 
meticulously label them so you can swear profusely 
about it at a later date when, for reasons that will 
become apparent, you are unable to identify any of 
them. 
Store the envelopes on a shelf just inside the 
greenhouse door to keep them all together. Then 
become totally distracted by some haworthias that are 
in flower. Attempt to pollinate said flowers and exit the 
greenhouse leaving the door partially open for 
ventilation purposes...and the seed packets carelessly 
abandoned. 
Be patient and wait a few days until water from a 
sudden downpour gets blown in through the 
greenhouse doorway and drenches the seed packets. 
This ensures they resemble a grotesque papier maché 
pyramid and allows the inks to run on all of the labels, 
making them illegible. Next, after rediscovering the 
packets in a sodden mess and discussing it with 
yourself out loud, noisily using several choice 
expletives, gather them up and rush them into the 
house. 
Manically attempt to find something on to which to tip 
the seeds in order to try and dry them out. Quickly 
discover that you spend so little time in the kitchen 
that you have no idea where your wife keeps the  
J-cloths or anything similar and shout for help. 
Embarrassingly accept requested assistance and 
smear seed on to a cloth spreading thinly. Then leave 
for several days on the kitchen worktop, enduring dark 
looks from a usually understanding wife. 
Wait until alerted by said wife that the drying process 
hasn’t exactly gone to plan and shows you the proof. 
Finally, carefully attempt to separate and pot up 
dozens of unidentifiable seedlings. 

Two new ways to germinate 
Lithops 
by Chris Coombes 
Neither of these methods has any scientific merit.  
Both were identified accidentally.  
They both owe their discovery to my poor memory and general stupidity! 

Lithops seedlings growing well on the J-cloth

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Successful seedlings from the J-cloth, now safely potted up
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Method two  
This is far more straightforward. 
Prepare many varieties of Lithops seeds for sowing by 
placing the different species into individual small glass 
jars and fastidiously label. Add warm water to the jars 
and leave to stand for a few hours to ensure it is 
thoroughly imbibed. 
Sow the seed in pre-labelled pots and place in a 
propagator. 
Totally misplace one or more of the jars and leave 
undiscovered for at least a week. 
Allow your wife to unearth the jar/jars next to the spice 
rack that you didn’t know existed and bring them 
noisily to your attention. 

Next, suddenly remember that you mysteriously had an 
extra pot or two left over after the previous sowing 
session, and realise why. 
Carefully remove floating seedlings from jar, hopelessly 
look for any form of identification, and introduce them 
to your favourite potting mix. Label with a clearly 
defined question mark and allow them to join those 
that were more conventionally sown.  n 

Photos: Chris Coombes 

Fig. 5

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

For a more conventional way to grow Lithops from seed 
see ‘Why I don’t like Lithops’ by Chris Coombes in the 
Cactus and Succulent Review, Issue 31, December 2021. 
Download from Back Issues 2021.

More floating seedlings
Yet another Lithops growing from its seed pod at the 
bottom of the jar

Floating seedlings

https://www.cactusandsucculentreview.org.uk/back-issues-2021.html
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Weberocereus 
frohningiorum 
by David Rushforth 

Weberocereus frohningiorum and its flower in David Rushforth’s 
greenhouse  (Photos: David Rushforth)

I first came across this ‘most rare’ cactus at a 
meeting of the Explorers Club, organised by 

Graham Charles (and in my opinion, the highlight of 
the UK cactus year). Graham had brought several 
cuttings along and we drew lots for them. 
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The following is derived from the first description of 
Weberocereus frohningiorum which was written by  
Dr. Ralf Bauer in Kakteen und andere Sukkulenten, 
the Journal of the Deutsche Kakteen Gesellschaft 
52(9): 225–230 (2001). He also described how he 
came across the plant in the collection of Hans and 
Uta Frohning after whom it is named.  
He had visited them in 1999 to photograph a 
flowering Weberocereus bradei and noticed a 
similar cactus planted out in a ground bed. It was 
more upright than W. bradei, with usually three ribs, 
longer spines and numerous long white hairs.  
Hans Frohning had received the plant, in March 
1994, from the Palmengarten in Frankfurt. It was 
passed on as part of a consignment of plants sent 
from a collector in Costa Rica, which could not be 
accommodated at the Palmengarten. Unfortunately 

neither were they able to give details of the 
collector or any location data for the plants.  
Ralf Bauer was immediately interested in the plant, 
but could not make any identification without more 
information. When he was sent pictures of the 
flowers soon afterwards he realised that he was 
looking at a Weberocereus. 
The following year he was able to see the flowers 
for himself. They are typical of the genus with a 
shiny appearance and attractive pink striped petals. 
In cultivation flowers can appear from July to 
November, towards the ends of the stems, and 
have a characteristic sweetish smell. Presumably 
this appeals to bats who are their main pollinators 
in habitat.   
Original article translated by Graham Charles 

I have had this plant now for three years, and it has 
flowered for the last two, a one night wonder!  
Despite the fact that it originates from Costa Rica, 
where I imagine it enjoys a more balmy climate than in 
Southport, it has grown quite happily in the cooler part 
of the greenhouse and is now producing more 

segments as you can see in the picture taken on  
20 February 2022 (see previous page).  
Graham’s original plant came from Hans and Uta 
Frohning. It is interesting from a botanical point of view 
but comes over as one of Graham’s ‘best left in 
habitat’ plants.

The story behind the original description

Weberocereus frohningiorum, Graham Charles’ plant in flower  (Photo: Graham Charles)
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Weberocereus frohningiorum in habitat in Costa Rica (Photo: Barry Hammel). Whether or not this plant was the source of 
the type collection is not known. Taken from Cactaceae Systematics Initiatives 17 

Inset the flower of Weberocereus frohningiorum (clonotype) (Photo: Ralf Bauer)

Weberocereus frohningiorum continued



Fig 1

Echeveria cuspidata is a very attractive and relatively slow-growing 
species, so it is ideal for discerning collectors with limited space.  
It is also quite variable and three varieties have been named 
(Kimnach, 2005).  
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Echeveria cuspidata 
by Colin C. Walker

Echeveria 
cuspidata var. 
cuspidata

Echeveria 
cuspidata var. 
cuspidata 
(SB1447) in a 
20cm pot

Fig. 2
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The typical var. cuspidata was first 
described by Rose in 1903 but it is still far 
from common in cultivation. Along the way 
it has acquired one synonym, Echeveria 
parrasensis and it has been confused with 
Echeveria turgida.  
It usually forms a solitary rosette up to 
15cm across (Fig. 1) with broadish 
glaucous blue-green leaves with prominent 
pointed tips, hence the name ‘cuspidata’ 
which means ‘ending in a sharp point’. 
My largest plant, however, (Fig. 2) is 
somewhat unusual in that it is now a clump 
of nine rosettes. This fortuitous occurrence 
resulted from the death of the centre of a 
single rosette, which was followed by 
offsetting to produce this rare clump with 
the largest rosette currently measuring 
12cm across. To date I have not been 
brave enough to propagate this plant by 
removal of an offset.   
The delicate glaucous covering to the 
leaves is readily marked, making the plant 
tricky to maintain in pristine condition for 
the show bench. Removal of dead leaves 
and the remains of dried up flower spikes 
without marking the living leaves is an 
especially difficult operation. Flower spikes 
(Fig. 2), readily produced in the spring 
between March and May, are up to 14cm 
tall bearing nodding pinkish-orange flowers 
each about 12mm long.  
Var. cuspidata is recorded as being 
widespread in the Mexican state of 
Coahuila. My plant, however, has the 
collection number SB1447, which is a 
Steven Brack collection reported from near 
Ciudad Victoria in the state of Tamaulipas. 
Kimnach (2005) suggests that this record 
requires verification “because it has not 
been recorded from the intervening state of 
Nuevo León”.   
The range of variation in this species was 
significantly expanded when Kimnach 
(2005) described two new varieties. 
Echeveria cuspidata var. zaragozae (Fig. 3) 
is a really attractive dwarf form. My single 
rosette has yet to offset and is about 8cm 
across with universally smaller, more 
numerous leaves, more bluish-green than 

Fig. 3

Echeveria cuspidata 
var. zaragozae in a 
7cm pot
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the typical variety, set off with prominent 
leaf tips. For comparison the two plants are 
shown together (Fig. 4). The flower spikes 
of the two varieties are very similar, 
although the flowers of var. zaragozae are 
more variable in length with the range of 
10–13 mm.  
Var. zaragozae grows on gypsum hills near 
the town of Zaragoza in the state of Nuevo 
León. It was apparently discovered in 1972 
and has been recollected on a few 
occasions since then but appears to have a 
very limited distribution near Zaragoza. 
The third variety, var. gemmula, is a slightly 
smaller version of var. zaragozae with 
similarly arranged densely-packed small 
leaves and smaller flowers at 9–11mm in 
length. The “delicate beauty” of this plant 

(Kimnach, 2005) inspired him to name his 
new variety ‘gemmula’ meaning ‘little jewel’ 
which seems very appropriate for such an 
attractive small plant which, I regret to say, 
I have yet to grow in my collection. 
Var. gemmula has a wider distribution than 
does var. zaragozae because it is recorded 
from localities in the states of Querétaro 
and Nuevo León with a 200-mile gap 
between them (Kimnach, 2005).  n 

Photos: Colin C. Walker 

Fig. 4

Echeveria cuspidata var. cuspidata (left) and var. zaragozae (right)

Reference 
Kimnach, M. (2005) Three varieties of 
Echeveria cuspidata. Cact. Succ. J. (US),  
77: 28–33, 47.
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Growing 
Tillandsia 
by Alan Bryan 

Introducing this fascinating group of plants and how to cultivate them successfully

Tillandsias, or air plants, have become rather 
fashionable house-plants and can be seen in garden 

centres, usually living in some sort of glass vase and 
adorned with reindeer moss and shells. Unfortunately, 
these poor plants are mostly destined to die slowly. With a 
bit of knowledge and care, however, this need not be so.  
I have been growing tillandsias for over 40 years, both as 
houseplants and in the greenhouse, and they are very 
rewarding plants once you understand the conditions 
required to grow them.  

Tillandsia ionantha

Fig. 1
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The genus Tillandsia is the largest genus in 
the family Bromeliaceae, having just fewer 
than 700 accepted species. They occur 
over a wide geographical range from the 
southern US, through Central America and 
the Caribbean down to Argentina. They 
vary in size from huge rosettes to tiny moss 
like plants and grow in a wide range of 
habitats.  
They all have in common the presence of 
specialised trichomes (hairs) on the leaf 
surface, which are involved in water and 
nutrient uptake. Like many succulents they 
use Crassulacean Acid 
Metabolism, (i.e. they open 
their stomata only at night to 
conserve moisture). Unlike 
ground dwelling plants, 
tillandsias obtain all the 
nutrients and water they need 
via the leaves. The roots are 
rudimentary and secrete a 
glue-like substance to attach 
the plant to its substrate in 
habitat.  
As with the majority of 
bromeliads, the flower spike is 
terminal, i.e. it forms at the 
apex of a shoot, after which 
the shoot ceases growing. 
Flowering occurs when the 
shoot reaches its maximum 
size, which may not be within 
a year. Subsequent growth is 
from lateral buds, most 
commonly from near the shoot 
apex. With time the shoot 
forms a clump.  
Very few of the species are 
truly succulent, although many 
are xerophytes. They mostly 
prefer a warm, humid 
environment, although some 
will flourish in the cooler 
conditions found in the 
average succulent collection. 
Many of the species found in 
garden centres are not cold 
tolerant. One frequently seen 
is Tillandsia ionantha, (Fig. 1) a 
pretty, small species with 
leaves that turn red at 
flowering time and long-tubed 
purple flowers. It is native to 
Mexico and Central America 
and I find it impossible to keep 
alive in my conditions, with a 
winter minimum of about 6°C. 

Cultivation 
With the correct treatment tillandsias will 
thrive, and flower regularly. If you have 
been to the American tropics you may have 
seen tillandsias growing profusely on 
overhead telephone wires, or hanging from 
the branches of trees, always where they 
are exposed to high levels of sunlight.  
Generally tillandsias are not found on the 
ground, with the exception of a few 
species that grow on sand dune systems  
(e.g. T. latifolia). They grow in areas where 

Fig. 2

Tillandsia capillaris 
seedlings
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the moisture they need comes 
from intermittent rainfall, fog or 
dew.  
To grow well tillandsias need 
water with a very low level of 
nutrients, plenty of light and 
good air circulation.  
Unless you live in an area where 
the tap water is very soft, you 
should use rainwater to water 
them, with a small amount of a 
suitable orchid fertiliser added at 
every watering. I use Akerne’s 
Rain Mix™, a specially 
formulated orchid feed with 
micronutrients which is designed 
to be used at every watering. 
Any feed designed for orchids 
will do, however, as long as it is 
dilute enough (I would say about 
a quarter of the recommended 
concentration).  
It is often believed that 
tillandsias are best watered by 
spraying, but in our cool 
environment with low summer 
humidity under glass or indoors, 
plants will rapidly become 
desiccated and fail to thrive, 
often showing curled leaf blades 
and leaf tip die-back. 
Watering is best achieved by 
dunking the whole plant in a 
bucket and allowing it to soak 
for about an hour. Afterwards 
hang the plant high in the 
greenhouse and make sure it 
has time to dry completely 
before nightfall. Some of the 
touchier tillandsias will rot if they 
are persistently damp overnight. 
I water my plants in this way 
about once a week in summer. 
In the winter I will spray them 
every so often if we have a clear 
sunny day, otherwise they are left 
unwatered.   
All my tillandsias are grown hanging in the 
apex of my greenhouse in full sun, with a 
fan blowing air around them 24 hours a 
day. If you live in a warm climate, however, 
they will benefit from shade in the 
strongest sunlight and from growing 
outdoors where they get plenty of air 
circulation. 
Tillandsias do not need a substrate to grow 
in cultivation. Several of my large old 

clumps are just hanging from loops of wire 
suspended in the greenhouse roof, but my 
smaller plants are grown on pieces of cork 
oak bark. I tie them on with heavy duty 
nylon fishing line, and mostly by the time 
the line perishes the Tillandsia has attached 
itself firmly with a few wiry roots. You do 
see plants glued on to things like shells 
and bits of driftwood in shops but this is 
not usually very successful in the long 
term, and gluing with a hot glue gun risks 
cooking the plant at the point of 
attachment! Avoid using wires that contain 
copper; copper is very toxic to tillandsias. 

Fig. 3

Tillandsia seedlings
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Many tillandsias form large clumps with 
time and can be divided up to form new 
colonies. Tillandsias can also be grown 
from seed, which is often a very slow 
process (slower than growing aztekiums for 
some species!) and requires extra care. In 
warm humid conditions seed can be sown 
on to an inert surface like shade cloth and 
plants develop relatively quickly, but if you 
want to try seed raising I would suggest 
using the Oeser method described in 
Rauh’s book (see page 22 for details). This 
seems to work well in lower humidity for 
European growers and I have raised many 
seedlings this way (Figs. 2 and 3).  
Most tillandsias require two different clones 
for successful pollination but some set 
seed prolifically and can be a useful source 
of seed with which to practise. Tillandsias 
hybridise quite freely so it is good fun to try 
your own crosses and see what you get, 

although you may have to wait 20 years to 
see the end result!  
The following are species that grow well  
for me in a cool greenhouse (winter 
minimum around 6°C). They are unlikely  
to be found in a garden centre and you  
will need to seek them out from a  
specialist nursery. 

Tillandsia aeranthos   
This is a very hardy and easily grown 
species and has numerous forms. It is 
native to Brazil, Paraguay, Uruguay and 
Argentina. The usual form has silvery green 
leaves and forms loose clumps of heads 
around 10–15cm in diameter. This was the 
first Tillandsia I ever grew and it was given  
to me as a single shoot. Forty-five years 
later it is a massive clump which is 
overflowing a 45cm basket. My plant has 
never formed roots. 

Fig. 4

Tillandsia aeranthos 
close-up



Tillandsia 
myosura 
seed pod
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Tillandsia aeranthos is tough enough to 
grow outside in the summer in a relatively 
sheltered spot, but will suffer greatly if the 
weather is persistently wet. It readily 
crosses with other tillandsias and is to be 
found in the parentage of many beautiful 
hybrids.  
Tillandsia myosura  
Not all tillandsias have beautiful flowers, as 
this and the following species demonstrate. 
They are both very easy to grow, however, 
are relatively quick from seed, and have 
attractive silvery leaves. Tillandsia myosura 
grows quite quickly into an impressive 
clump about 30cm wide. The thick terete 
leaves have a velvety appearance due to 

Growing Tillandsia continued

Fig. 5

Tillandsia myosura

Fig. 6
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the white trichomes covering the leaf 
surface. It is self-pollinating and produces 
copious amounts of seed (Fig. 6), which 
float around the greenhouse attaching 
themselves to all sorts of surfaces. It will 
flower at about eight years from seed, and 
requires maximum light to flourish. It is well 
suited to life in a succulent collection. 
Tillandsia capillaris  
This is a tiny plant with silvery terete leaves 
around 1–2cm long. The straw-coloured 
flowers are only a couple of millimeters 
wide when open, and are self-pollinating. It 
is easily raised from seed and will flower at 
around five years old. Although small it is 
quite attractive and forms extensive  
clusters in time. It quite often seeds itself 
around my greenhouse. 
Tillandsia crocata  
Tillandsia crocata is a bit trickier to grow 
than the average Tillandsia, being very 
prone to die off if kept too wet or too dry or 
overheated. The 6cm long terete leaves are 
arranged distichously and are greenish grey 
with very large trichomes which make the 
leaves look feathery. 
In winter and early spring it produces 
slender spikes which each bear one or two 
golden yellow flowers about 1cm across. 
These have a delicious sharp scent.  
I find it grows best hanging from a loop of 
wire and placed so it gets free flowing air 
from a fan. It readily forms clumps which I 
split up at regular intervals to prevent too 
much moisture being retained, which can 
lead to the clump dying off. Some growers 
say you should not water this by soaking 
but I find it OK to do so, provided it dries 
out properly before dusk. Being a small 
species it benefits from spraying on fine 
days in the winter. It spent the first few 
years of its life as a houseplant where it 
grew and flowered quite well. 
Tillandsia argentina  
A small growing species with narrow 
curving grey leaves and a tightly clustering 
habit, which grows in Argentina and Bolivia 
as a lithophyte, and is tolerant of cool 
winter temperatures. I find it does well if 
grown on a piece of cork bark with the 
bark oriented so the plant is growing on the 
north side. This protects it from very strong 
sunshine. Once you have a decent sized 
clump there will be at least some heads 
that produce the rose-pink flowers each 
year, making a nice display. It will however 

Fig. 7

Fig. 8

Tillandsia capillaris

Tillandsia crocata
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take a good few years to make a clump; 
my plant is 15 years old and only covers a 
piece of bark about 10x8cm so this plant 
will not outgrow its space! 
Tillandsia cacticola  
A strikingly silvery plant which grows on 
columnar cacti in Peru, and is well adapted 
to high light levels and low humidity. It 
forms a rosette about 15cm or so across 
and usually only produces a single 
replacement shoot after flowering. The 
flower spike has tightly overlapping pink 
bracts arranged in a distichous fashion, 
and produces white flowers with purple 
tips. If you have a copy of the ‘New Cactus 
Lexicon’ you will see a flowering specimen 
of Tillandsia cacticola growing on Espostoa 
lanata subsp. lanata. Unfortunately this is 
not an easy plant to grow, requiring a good 
deal of light and careful attention to 
watering in the UK. It can be expensive to 
buy because it does not readily produce 
pups. It’s worth growing though as it is 

Fig. 9 Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Tillandsia argentina Tillandsia cacticola

Tillandsia 
straminea
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very attractive both in and out of flower, 
and is happy in a greenhouse full of cacti. 
Tillandsia straminea  
Tillandsia straminea is closely related to  
T. cacticola but much easier to grow. 
Vegetatively it is very similar to T. cacticola 
but it branches readily and soon forms a 
large clump of rosettes with soft arching 
grey leaves. Most years there will be at 
least one head large enough to flower. The 
spikes are similar to those of T. cacticola 
but the bracts are loosely arranged giving 
an open appearance. The white flowers 
have a purple picotee edge and smell 
sweet with a hint of cloves. 

Tillandsia mitlaensis  
Tillandsia mitlaensis is probably the most 
strikingly white leaved Tillandsia that I 
grow. It is a small growing plant with 
curved leaves around 7cm long which 
clasp tightly around the growing point 
eventually forming a tight clump.  
The flower spikes have soft pink bracts and 
purple flowers which usually appear in the 
winter for me. Unfortunately, if the weather 
is dull the flower spikes can abort without 
producing flowers. It is however easy to 
grow in full sun, and looks strikingly white 
on a sunny day.  

Fig. 12

Tillandsia mitlaensis
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Tillandsia duratii  

This extraordinary epiphytic Tillandsia is 
worth growing for the leaves alone, 
although it makes a long-lasting display 
when it flowers. The leaves are very thick 
and reflex at the leaf sheath as they 
mature. The leaf tip curls and is rather like 
a monkey’s prehensile tail; in habitat it 
wraps itself around branches to gain 
support. It is very tolerant of cold and 
drought and is very easy to grow. The usual 
form has purple flowers; however my plant 
has white flowers with a yellow throat. Both 
forms have a very strong scent, and 
flowers are produced from the branching 
inflorescence over a long period. Although 
they will flower when small, they gradually 
produce larger growths as they age, and 
old plants can reach quite massive 
proportions. I once saw a huge flowering 
clump of this plant at the Tatton Park 
flower show, exhibited by a German 
nursery. The plant was about 80cm across 
and 100cm tall. 
Tillandsia tectorum  
Tillandsia tectorum grows on exposed rock 
faces in Ecuador and Peru. The fine 
spidery leaves are covered in huge white 
trichomes which give it a feathery 
appearance. It requires very bright sun and 
dry conditions to flourish. If you are careful 
not to soak it for too long it will grow 
slowly into an impressive clump. My plant 
is over 25 years old and has never 
flowered. I suspect that it requires a lot 
more light than the UK can offer to get it to 
flower. Nevertheless it is well worth 
growing as it is such a beautiful plant. 
Tillandsia edithae 
Last, but not least by any means, is this 
beautiful species from Bolivia, which in 
time forms clusters of long stems of broad 
silver leaves. The flowers form in a tightly 
compact head of lipstick-red bracts, and 
are bright scarlet. Whenever this species is 
shown in flower on social media it always 
elicits great excitement!  
It is not particularly difficult to grow 
provided it gets lots of light and very good 
air circulation. My plants all hang from 
wires in front of a fan in the roof of the 
greenhouse. Plants are quite expensive to 
buy, particularly now we are unable to buy 
from European nurseries.  

Growing Tillandsia continued

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Tillandsia duratii

Tillandsia tectorum
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UK sources of plants: 
As far as I know these are the only sources 
of plants in the UK at this time. 
Andy’s Air Plants a limited selection of 
Tillandsia species 
Craftyplants has a very wide range of 
Tillandsia species on offer. 
Seed is available from EU nurseries 
occasionally; however buying seed is 
probably a waste of money as it needs to 
be very fresh to germinate. I almost always 
have some fresh seed of T. myosura and  
T. capillaris, and would be happy to donate 
some to anyone who would like to give 
seed raising a go. Please feel free to 
contact me at alancbryan@gmail.com  n 

Photos: Alan Bryan 

Fig. 15 Tillandsia edithae

Some useful books: 
P.T. Isley III, (2009) Tillandsia II , 
Botanical Press Calif.   
ISBN 9780981701011.  
Very expensive but lavishly illustrated. 
Cultivation is geared to US climate so 
treat ‘cold hardy’ with a pinch of salt. 

W. Rauh, (1979) Bromeliads, Blandford 
Press, Dorset. ISBN 071370845X.  
A very old, but very comprehensive, 
treatment of Bromeliads. There are 
still plenty of second-hand copies 
around and the cultivation notes are 
better for European growers.

https://andysairplants.co.uk
https://www.craftyplants.co.uk
mailto:alancbryan@gmail.com
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With a maximum diameter of only 
12mm, this wonderful succulent 

would be hard to spot tucked in among the 
nooks and crannies of rock outcrops.  
Its species name ‘liliputana’ is a reference 
to the fictional island of Liliput (‘Gulliver’s 
Travels’), the inhabitants of which were said 
to be rather small. If its size alone was not 
interesting enough, the biology of  
B. liliputana is also downright bizarre. 

Blossfeldia liliputana is native to arid 
regions between southern Bolivia and 
northern Argentina. It appears to prefer 
growing wedged between cracks in rock as 
these are usually the spots where just 
enough soil builds up for it to put down its 
roots. Root formation, however, does not 
happen for quite some time.  
Most often new individuals bud off from the 
parent plant. They emerge not from the 

Blossfeldia liliputana 
by Matt Candeias 

Meet Blossfeldia liliputana, the smallest species of cactus in the world

Above: Blossfeldia 
liliputana flowering 
in cultivation at 
15mm diameter 
(Photo: Graham 
Evans)
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base, but rather from apical tissues, yet 
another unique feature of this cactus. 
What’s more, this cactus produces no 
spines. Instead, its numerous areoles are 
covered in a dense layer of trichomes that 
are felt-like to the touch. 
As you can clearly see, this species is 
small. It only ever becomes conspicuous 
when it comes into flower. Imagine a bunch 
of tiny white to pink cactus flowers poking 
out of a crevice. It must be a remarkable 
sight to see in person. Despite their showy 
appearance it is believed that most are 
self-fertilised. 
As mentioned, the size of this cactus is not 
the only interesting thing about its biology. 
B. liliputana is categorised as a 
poikilohydric organism, meaning it does not  
have the ability to regulate its internal water 
content. Researchers have found that 
individual plants can lose up to 80% of 
their weight in water and can maintain that 
state for as long as two years without any 
negative effects. This means that colonies 
of these tiny cacti often appear shrunken or 
squished. Once the rains arrive, however, it 
springs back to its original rounded shape 
with seemingly no issues. Amazingly, a 
significant amount of water uptake 
happens via the fuzzy areoles that cover its 
surface, hence it does not harm the plant 
to hold off growing roots for quite some 
time.  
Speaking of water regulation, B. liliputana 
holds another record for having the lowest 
density of stomata of any terrestrial 
autotrophic vascular plant. Stomata are the 
pores by which plants regulate water and 
gas exchange so having so few may have 
something to do with why this species 
loses and gains water to a degree that 
would kill most other vascular plant 
species. 
Another peculiar quality of this cactus is its 
seeds. Unlike all other cacti, the seeds of 
which are hard and relatively smooth, the 
seeds of B. liliputana are hairy. Attached to 
each seed is a small fleshy structure called 
an aril, which aids in seed dispersal.  
B. liliputana relies on ants as its main seed 
disperser. Ants, attracted to the fleshy aril, 
drag the seeds back to their nests, remove 
and eat the aril, and then discard the seed. 
This is often good news for the cactus 
because its seeds end up in nutrient-rich 
ant middens protected from both the 
elements and seed predators, often in 
suitable conditions for germination.  

Blossfeldia liliputana, Purmamarca, Salta, Argentina  
(Photo: C Hunkeler GNU Free Documentation Licence)

Blossfeldia liliputana continued

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:GNU_Free_Documentation_License,_version_1.2
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Needless to say, B. liliputana is a bit of an 
oddball as far as cacti are concerned. Its 
highly derived features, coupled with its 
bizarre biology, have made it difficult for 
taxonomists to elucidate its relationship to 
the rest of the cactus family. It certainly 
deserves its own genus, in which it is the 
only member. It has, however, been added 
to and removed from a handful of cactus 
subfamilies over the years. The most recent 
genetic analyses suggest that it is unique 
enough to warrant its own tribe within 
Cactaceae – Blossfeldieae.  n 

This article was reprinted from ‘In Defense of 
Plants’ an online blog with many fascinating 
articles on all plants. For more amazing 
botanical stories, some great podcasts and 
details of Matt Candeias’ book, also entitled 
‘In Defense of Plants’, please make sure to 
visit In Defense of Plants. Blossfeldia liliputana with fruits (Photo: Michael Wolf CC-BY-SA-3.0)

Blossfeldia liliputana when grafted tends to offset unnaturally but will remain single-headed for many years on its own roots 
(Photo: Graham Evans)

Blossfeldia liliputana continued

https://www.indefenseofplants.com/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
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Further to my previous articles, I would 
like to introduce you to another two 

very interesting euphorbias. This time we 
will visit South Africa where both these 
plants are shown in their habitat as we 
found them during our 2012 exploration.  
These two plants could not be more 
different, one being quite a tall columnar 
species fairly easy to find, and the other 
being a short-stemmed species that tends 
to hide itself away and requires careful 
searching.  
I consider both plants not very easy to 
cultivate and neither are now found in 
many succulent collections. In the past 
both these plants have been offered by 

specialist nurseries but from my own 
experience in the business I would think 
that it must be at least 25 years since I 
have seen plants offered in any numbers. 
You may wonder why I am talking about 
plants that are rarely seen in cultivation 
these days. These plants can, however, still 
be seen growing in their natural 
environment. Although not all of us can 
manage to undertake a field trip to these 
locations, I hope by sharing my 
experiences with these plants it brings a 
little bit of joy to us all. 
So let us head for South Africa to look at 
these two interesting euphorbias. 

More interesting euphorbias 

No 7 – South Africa 
by Bob Potter

Euphorbia 
schoenlandii at 
Papendorp
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Euphorbia hypogaea 
We encountered this really beautiful plant 
just off the roadside south of the town of 
Loxton in the Great Karoo. It is quite 
difficult to spot as many of the plants are 
hiding under other shrubby plants, 
although there are a few out in the open.  
The plants we found were never more than 
5 or 6cm high, sometimes solitary but 
many with multiple heads. I believe it is 
named from the Greek language meaning 
‘underground’ and indeed it is well-named 
as the majority of the plant comprises a 
huge underground tap-root. 
The plant body however is quite 
spectacular, being a short columnar stem 
covered with small tubercles usually ringed 
with leaves at the higher part of the 
column. The plant only grows in a few 
localities so it is wonderful to encounter it 
in its natural environment. 
Some years ago imported plants were 
being offered within the nursery trade but 
because of the fact that it has such a large 
tap-root most of the plants offered usually 

Above and below: Euphorbia hypogaea



had the majority of the tap-root cut off. 
This made them virtually impossible to  
re–establish and most plants did not last. 
Some seed-raised plants have been 
available but it grows fairly slowly so it will 
never feature highly in collections.   
Euphorbia schoenlandii 
We now move from the central part of 
South Africa to the Western Cape and in 
particular to the coastal village of 
Papendorp, where we can find a large 
colony of this remarkable species. The 
plants are easy to spot amongst the 
coastal sandy dunes and flats and grow 
virtually right up to the beach. 
There are some spectacular specimens 
growing here, some as much as 70cm high 
and about 12cm in diameter, but all sizes 
can be found from small seedling plants 
upwards. 
These stately columns have ferocious 
peduncles covering most of the plant body, 
which make them very impressive looking  
plants. 
This is not the only location for these 
plants as we did find another colony further 
inland but the ones by the sea certainly 
seem to enjoy their location, and the ocean 
provides a great backdrop to the plant 
colony. 
In the past I have found that  
E. schoenlandii is quite a difficult plant to 

grow well. It seems to require an 
exceptional amount of strong light, 
otherwise it will etiolate and form a pointed 
top to the plant which spoils the overall 
look. If you do obtain a plant however – 
and there have been seed raised plants 
available of late – it will be a worthwhile 
addition to your collection.  n 

Photos: Bob Potter 
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Euphorbia 
schoenlandii at 
Papendorp

More interesting euphorbias continued

Euphorbia 
schoenlandii 



29A celebration of cacti and succulents 
A series by Jörg Ettelt 

Sowing seeds 
Flowers don’t have to be pretty. They are! 

Anke Maggauer-Kirsche 

Cacti are in demand for at least two reasons. 
On the one hand, they are relatively easy to keep, even if you forget them 
for a while, and they like to show their amazing flowers under most 
conditions. 
On the other hand, they are very variable, with many different shapes, so 
that there is something for every taste. 
I have always been attracted to cacti and especially to wild, spiny species 
of exotic beauty and those with large, bright flowers. 

Setiechinopsis mirabilis

Fig. 1
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Large is relative – the size 
of the flower should be 
seen in relation to the 
plant that produces it. If 
you take this into 
consideration, then cacti 
are practically unbeatable. 
So it is precisely this 
consideration that leads 
me to take up the cudgels 
for growing cacti from 
seed. 
Cactus seeds are light 
germinators which means 
you can simply sprinkle 
them on the sowing 
substrate – done! I still 
press them down a little 
so that they do not float 
away when I moisten 
them. The sowing 
substrate should be 
predominantly mineral and 
fine-grained.  
I sprinkle the seeds on 
substrate that is already 
moist. It is difficult to regulate the amount 
of water correctly when watering – some 
drops always fall on the seed so that the 
seeds will jump away; in the worst case 
into the ‘neighbouring area’ where another 
species has been sown. 
Most mistakes can be made when 
watering, the substrate should be kept 
moist but not wet!  
With regard to ideal sowing temperatures, 
25°C is suggested. It depends somewhat 
on the species whether higher or lower 
temperatures are optimal, but the 
temperature mentioned is proven to be 
good for cactus sowing. Since I usually 
sow different species in one tray, I can 
hardly take into account different 
temperature optima.  
Many cacti germinate within five days, 
some need 14 days. The germination 
capacity of the seeds varies. The seeds of 
some species should be sown as soon as 
possible after harvesting. Other species 
germinate even after years. For some 
species – especially Opuntia – germination 
is always difficult. Sowing at a higher 
temperature, leaving the seed for a long 
time, filing the seed coat – these might 
make germination possible, but the 
germination rate is always poor. 

Sowing seeds continued

Sulcorebutia arandiae nom.prov. VZ819
Rebutia (Aylostera) pygmaea RH888-2

Fig. 3

Fig. 2
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Any seeds that have not germinated should 
simply remain in the pots in the hope that 
one will germinate every now and then; 
although of course this will require constant 
attention and care. 
To which species may this apply? In my 
opinion, there are two possibilities. Firstly, 
species where the fruits are edible and so 
the seeds are carried away by animals. 
This is why, in the case of Opuntia for 
example, attempts have been made to run 
the seeds through the digestive tracts of 
animals in the hope of increasing the 
germination rate – with little success.  
Secondly, species that release their seeds 
slowly by leaving them in the crown of the 
plant (usually hidden in the wool) and 
releasing them through continued growth – 
as seen in Ariocarpus or Lophophora for 
instance. I often leave such species in the 
seed trays for over a year. 
The most difficult time is germination and 
the first weeks of growth. Fungi, animal 
pests, too much water, too much sun are 
all enemies in this period. Seed trays, 
therefore, should always be placed in the 
shade and covered. 

Islaya brevicylindrica

Lobivia acanthoplegma f. patula WR54, Cliza, Cochabamba, Bolivia

Fig. 5

Fig. 4



Higher humidity is favourable for 
germination. As seedlings grow larger, 
there is a need to ventilate them from 
time to time. Eventually, when the 
seedlings are close together, you have 
to prick them out.  
There is hardly anything more satisfying 
in life than seeing cacti grown from 
seed flower for the first time. And some 
species really surprise us, because 
sometimes the plants are not even a 
centimetre tall when they produce their 
first flowers. Without being able to 
prove it, I claim that plants grown from 
seed flower more easily and more 
abundantly than cuttings. 
If you want to practise sowing, you can 
use Setiechinopsis mirabilis (Fig. 1). 
This plant is a real miracle – as 
‘mirabilis’ makes clear. It soon flowers as a 
small plant and, once it has acquired the 
taste for flowering, the plant produces one 
flower after another. The flowers open at 
night and smell of pineapple. They are self-
fertile so each flower forms a fruit with 
numerous seeds. As soon as the fruit rips 

open lengthwise, the seeds can be 
harvested and sown – always sow these 
seeds when fresh. This species is one of 
the few cacti I know that can kill itself with 
its numerous flowers and fruits. The plants 
grow taller and taller for a few years and 
then tend to fall over. Early rejuvenation by 

32Sowing seeds continued

Lobivia jajoana

Lobivia rebutioides var. sublimiflora OF72-80, Quebrada de Humahuaca, Jujuy, Argentina

Fig. 7

Fig. 6
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sowing the seed is therefore advisable 
anyway. 
Rebutia, such as R. pygmaea RH888  
(Fig. 2), are further practice plants, 
relatively easy to grow from seed and 
showing their wonderful flowers, which 
look huge on the small bodies, quite soon. 
The same applies to Sulcorebutia, such as 
S. arandiae nom.prov. VZ819 shown in  
Fig. 3. The name is provisional, nom.prov. 
means ‘nomen provisorium’ – i.e. the plant 
has a name which has not yet been validly 
described.  
Sowing sometimes brings surprises. I 
believed for a long time that species of the 
genus Islaya had to grow large in order to 
flower. A seed-grown Islaya brevicylindrica 
(today Eriosyce islayensis) (Fig. 4) 
convinced me otherwise. I was amazed 
when it started blooming at a young age. 
Perhaps not quite as early, but still easy to 
grow from seed are lobivias. They enchant 
with colourful flowers, from dark red as 

seen in Lobivia acanthoplegma f. patula 
WR54 (Fig. 5), to Lobivia jajoana (Fig. 6) 
with variable flower colours but always a 
dark centre. There are orange tones as in 
Lobivia rebutioides var. sublimiflora  
OF72-80 (Fig. 7) and bright yellow as in 
Lobivia pusilla f. flaviflora (Fig. 8).  
The disadvantage is that the flowers open 
before noon and close again in the early 
afternoon. Someone who does not get 
home from work until around 4.00 or 
5.00pm unfortunately will only see the 
closed flowers. Depending on the weather, 
these last a few days, but the chance to 
admire the wonderful colours is limited. 
This may be one reason why Lobivia can 
only be found to a limited extent in 
collections today 
There are many more examples of early, 
large, and colourful flowering cacti I could 
discuss, but I will just stick with these for 
now. I wish everyone success with seed 
sowing and numerous flowers.  n 

Photos: Jörg Ettelt 

Lobivia pusilla f. 
flaviflora

Fig. 8
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Not described until 1995, this 
epiphytic cactus grows 

somewhere (but not specifically 
defined) in the outskirts of Rio de 
Janeiro in Brazil.   
White flowers are followed by pink 
berries looking like pink mistletoe, 
hence the common name ‘mistletoe 
cactus’.  
Wild plants rarely see full sunlight, 
under the dappled shade of leaves, 
so they will scorch in full sun in the 
greenhouse. They come from a 
very humid area so the best place 
to grow them is in the bath- or 
shower-room.  
As this is a relatively new species 
to cultivation prices on the internet 
seem extravagant, but as a plant 
can strike easily from a single 
detached cladode (leaf-like 
segment) propagation is easy.  
December is generally a miserable 
time for cactus flowers – except for 
the epiphytic plants which tend to 
flower before Christmas. 
Zygocactus and Schlumbergera 
flowers are much larger than those 
of Rhipsalis but the latter produces 
many more along its branches and 
not just at branch tips.  
Rhipsalis ewaldiana is drought 
resistant but is best watered 
throughout the year. Do not stand  
a plant in water, however, as there 
are reports of it rotting easily at  
the base.  n 

Photo: Ray Stephenson 

Rhipsalis ewaldiana 
by Ray Stephenson 

A short introduction to a comparatively new discovery 

Taken from the newsletter of the 
Northumbria Branch of the British 
Cactus and Succulent Society with 
thanks to Ray Stephenson.
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Dracaena cinnabari  
and other notable succulent plants of  

Socotra 
by Frazer Henderson 

This picture shows a classic image of a 
Dracaena cinnabari woodland. It looks 
like a healthy stand but on closer 
inspection note that it is even-aged with 
little, if any, regeneration.
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Separated from mainland Arabia, to the 
due north, some 34 million years ago, 

the Socotra archipelago has given rise to a 
unique flora which has bewitched botanists 
and explorers over the centuries. 
The islands – Socotra, Darsa, Samha and 
Abd al Kuri – sit together on a large 
continental block with a peralkaline granite 

core overlaid with sandstones and 
limestone, with granite intrusions on 
Socotra forming the Haggeher mountains 
which rise to over 1500 metres.  
The pinnacles and steep slopes of the 
Haggeher have little soil and white lichens 
predominate giving a highly reflective 
landscape under a bright sun.  

Haggeher 
mountains, 
covered with 
distinctive white 
lichen, with 
Dracaena 
cinnabari
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The valleys have deep red soils formed of 
hematized granite. Grey oolitic limestones 
cover extensive areas of Socotra forming 
large plateaux which are deeply cut by 
wadis with, in some places, karst features.  
Rainfall is highly variable both in terms of 
locality and season with most precipitation 
within the months of November and 
December with an average of about eight 
inches per year. This precipitation is 
subject to the variability of the monsoon 
season and there are records of little, or 
contrastingly heavy, rainfall in some years.  
The monsoon season from late May 
through to September is also characterised 
by strong winds. Monthly temperatures are 
relatively constant with an average of 26°C 
in the coastal areas, though extremes 
above 40°C have been recorded. In the 
upper ranges of the Haggeher 
temperatures are on average at least ten 
degrees lower, with a minimum of 8°C 
having been reported.   
Floristically the archipelago forms part of 
the Eritreo-Arabian sub-region; however its 
relative isolation has given rise to high 
levels of endemism and approximately 37% 
of its recorded species, many of which are 
succulents, fall within this definition .  

Dracaena cinnabari and other plants of 
Socotra continued

The distinctive red of hematized granite

A deeply incised valley
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In order to describe the vegetation types, 
their associated species and bring some 
structure to many explorations across the 
island I will start on the shore line and 
progress broadly inland, climbing in altitude 
to the higher reaches of the Haggeher 
mountains. In so doing I will traverse 
lowland plains, succulent shrubland, 
woodlands and limestone plateaux. I do 
not intend to provide an account of every 

species recorded but rather an illustration 
of some of the floral highlights of this 
remarkable island. 
On the coastal fringe, where sand and 
gravels predominate, there are large areas 
of sub-shrubs including Indigofera 
spiniflora and two colourful endemic sea 
lavenders, Limonium paulayanum and  
L. sokotranum. The heavily-tangled 

Croton woodland

Coastal habitat
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Sarcostemma viminale is also present, as is 
the congested shrub Arthrocnemum 
(Arthrocaulon) macrostachyum and, on 
drier ground, Tamarix nilotica. The coastal 
fringe also harbours four species of 
Zygophyllum with Z. simplex being the 
most abundant. 
The coastal area gives way to lowland 
plains dominated by the spindly Croton 
socotranus, the architectural Euphorbia 
arbuscula, Cissus subaphylla,  
C. hamaderohensis and the bizarre, 
monotypic Dendrosicyos socotranus, the 
only arboreal member of the 
Curcurbitaceae (the Gourd family).  

This so-called Cucumber Tree, which is 
also found in Oman, stores huge amounts 
of water in order to see it through the dry 
months.  
This ability, however, means that it is prone 
to being used as a fodder crop during 
periods of drought and accordingly large 
plants over three metres – it can grow to 
six metres – are increasingly rare. Small 
specimens are quickly devoured by goats 
unless protected by spiny plants such as 
Ziziphus spina-christi and Lycium 
sokotranum. Overall the long-term outlook 
for the species does not look good. 

A large specimen of 
the ‘Cucumber Tree’, 
Dendrosicyus 
socotranus, with the 
Haggeher mountains 
in the distance
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The Croton shrubland melds seamlessly 
into a limestone shrubland dominated by 
Adenium obesum subsp. socotranum (the 
‘Desert Rose’) and Jatropha unicostata. 
These species are doing well as they are 
highly toxic to domestic livestock.  

The endemic Adenium subspecies is of  
a larger, more impressive size than 
continental counterparts and its unusual 
bottle-like shape can at times resemble 
that of large slumbering mammals. 

Towering limestone cliffs with Adenium 
obesum subsp. socotranum at their foot

An unusual image of 
Adenium obesum 
subsp. socotranum 
looking rather like a 
walrus 
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Left: Adenium obesum 
subsp. socotranum 
against the backdrop 
of the deep blue 
Indian Ocean 
Inset: the flowers
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In the sub-shrub layer, Euphorbia spiralis 
can occasionally be found. The epithet 
spiralis seems to be misplaced since those 
seen possessed a straight rather than 
spiralling stem. Also present from the 
genus are the arboreal Euphorbia 
arbuscula, its close cousin E. socotrana, 
which in contrast has persistent leaves, 
and the shrub E. schimperi.  

The red-flowered succulent with coral-like 
stems, Caralluma socotrana tends to be 
found close to stones, presumably to keep 
its roots cool and moist.  
There are occasional stands of Boswellia 
elongata and on wadi cliff-sides  
B. dioscoridis, B. bullata and B. nana. The 
genus name honours the Scottish botanist 

Adenium obesum 
subsp. 
socotranum 
growing in high 
density in habitat

Euphorbia spiralis is a fairly common endemic succulent 
of dry, open habitats. Despite its epithet most plants 
inspected had straight stems.

Caralluma socotrana
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Euphorbia arbuscula
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John Boswell and is represented by eight 
species on the island, all of which are 
endemic. It is also one of the many sources 
for frankincense a term reputedly derived 
from the old French word ‘franc-encens’, 
meaning pure incense.  
In the karst areas and on rocky cliffs the 
Socotran Fig, Dorstenia gigas, can be 
found. At times it seems like an 
incongruous saxicolous plant but it must 
obtain moisture via cracks or fissures in the 
hard rock. Unlike the superficially similar 
Desert Rose, the Socotran Fig lacks a 
poisonous sap and therefore has little 
protection against domestic livestock. Its 
distribution, therefore, may simply be a 
reflection of habitats inaccessible to those 
most destructive of browsers, goats.  

At slightly higher elevations semi-evergreen 
open woodland is present with a mix of 
species including the attractive red 
Tamarindus indica, Punica protopunica (the 
Socotran pomegranate), Sterculia africana 
subsp. socotrana, the wonderfully white-
flowered Trichodesma scottii and the 
island’s most iconic species Dracaena 
cinnabari.  
The Dragon’s Blood tree, Dracaena 
cinnabari, is a characteristic endemic plant 
of open woodlands and montane areas and 
is most often associated with Socotra. The 
genus name Dracaena is thought to be 
derived from the Greek ‘drakaina’ meaning 
a female dragon and ‘cinnabari’, the 
species name, from the rich red resin 
(cinnabar) which is used locally for gastric 

Dorstenia gigas 
and Dracaena 
cinnabari
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sores, dyeing wool and pottery. In Europe  
it was used to give a distinctive colouration 
to, among other things, Stradivarius violins.  
Dracaena cinnabari is a long lived species, 
about 150-350 years, though some 
specimens may reputedly live for 500 
years. The trees in the lower altitudes have 
larger canopies presumably to trap more 
moisture (and potentially to shade the 
ground and reduce evaporation), though it 
may simply be a reflection of longer, slower 
growth. In the more mountainous areas the 
trees tend not to have the distinctive 
‘mushroom’ canopy.  
With the reduction in rainfall due to climate 
change the island is in effect drying out. 
This is having major consequences for the 
once extensive stands of Dracaena 
cinnabari. Additionally, increased human 
pressure has meant that trees are being 
used for fuel. Heavy goat numbers are 
consuming nursery plants in the sub-shrub 
layer, which means that any young 
Dracaena have little chance of survival. As 
a consequence the Dracaena woods are 
generally over-mature and the future bleak.  
To address the issue of viable regeneration 
the Socotra Botanic Garden and Nursery 
for Endemic Plants, founded by 
enterprising local Adib Hadeed, and 
located just outside Hadibo, the island’s 
major town, has embarked on an intensive 
programme of growing plants to replenish 
the woodlands. This small but important 
nursery, which seeks to conserve the 
island’s plants, comprises a walled garden 
and nursery as well as a large paddock 
which is being established as an arboretum 
for indigenous plants.  
The garden is supported both financially 
and through exchange students by the 
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh (RBGE). 
Socotra has been the subject of a long, 
enduring relationship with the RBGE: a 
relationship which started when Sir Issac 
Bayley Balfour, having been recently 
appointed to the Botanical Chair at the 
University of Glasgow, visited it in 1880, 
accompanied by the gardener Mr A. Scott. 
Subsequently he published the ‘Botany of 
Socotra’ (1888) when he was appointed 
Regius Keeper of the RBGE. More recently 
the RBGE published the ‘Ethnoflora of the 
Soqotra Archipelago’ (2004) a work 

A lonely Dragon’s Blood tree
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Two fine specimens of Dracaena cinnabari with a cascading open woodland on the hillside behind

Young Dracaena cinnabari at the Hadibo nursery

A Dracaena cinnabari conservation project sponsored by 
Mendel University, Czech Republic. Plants are grown from 
seed at the local botanic garden, transplanted within a 
conservation area and provided with water via drip 
pipelines to ensure that they establish. Goats are 
excluded from the area by fencing.
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informed by the staff at the Socotra 
Botanic Garden.   
On the plateau various succulents are 
present including Senecio (Kleinia) scottii 
(commemorating the aforementioned Mr 
Scott as do a number of other plants on 
the island), Kalanchoe farinacea (though it 
is fairly common elsewhere), K. robusta and 
Cissus subaphylla. In the rocky areas the 
endemic Aloe perryi is found, its vivacious 
red-yellow inflorescence contrasting with 
the green landscape. It is one of five 
species of the genus found within the 
archipelago, the others being A. forbesii,  
A. haggeherensis, and the recently 
described A. jawiyon and A. squarrosa.  
In the higher reaches of the mountains the 
Socotran violet, Exacum affine, grows in 
damp ground next to seasonal streams. 
Here can be found many species of ferns, 
the endemic Begonia socotrana as well as 
species of Hypericum and cushion-forming 
Helichrysum and, of course, mountain 
forms of Dracaena cinnabari on exposed 
ridges.  

Dracaena cinnabari and other plants of Socotra continued

Kalanchoe 
farinacea at 
Homhil, note the 
unforgiving nature 
of the limestone

The red and yellow flowers of the endemic Aloe perryi

Aloe jawiyon is a recently described endemic species, 
similar to Aloe perryi but smaller and lower-growing, 
which favours more exposed habitats
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This short review has barely touched the 
surface of what is a fascinating island and 
which I have visited on two separate 
occasions. Human pressures, climate 
change and invasive plants are all likely to 
have a detrimental effect on what has been 
hitherto a pristine floral biosphere and a 
centre of spectacular speciation.  
If you are planning to travel to the island 
then I recommend taking Joel Lodé’s 
splendid photographic guide to succulent 
species and the RBGE’s illustrated key (line 
drawings of salient features) of the 
archipelago’s flora. I certainly wish I’d had 
the former on my trips to the island as 
plants, especially when not in flower, have 
a propensity for diversity even within small 
populations which means that they don’t 
align, as they should, with the flora key!  n 

Photos: Frazer Henderson
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The endemic violet Exacum caeruleum 

Moisture-rich mist sustaining Dracaena 
cinnabari in the higher altitudes of the 
Haggeher
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A succulent  
garden in Kenya 
by Sue Allan



Growing on the outskirts of the Nairobi 
National Park, at an altitude of 1800 

metres, makes gardening interesting.  
Not a single tree in sight and heavy black 
cotton soil. A few hungry herbivores added 
to the picture, so trees had to be cordoned 
off individually, until serious development in 
the area necessitated a perimeter fence 
around what is now the Nairobi National 
Park.  
Giraffe and zebra, an occasional lion, stray 
warthog or Suni antelope visited from time 
to time over the years, but sadly that lovely 
scene with views of Karen Blixen’s 
favourite Ngong Hills is no more.  
The picture above was taken by my father  
circa 1948. It shows the house, with a 

passing giraffe, on the land which 
eventually became the garden. The house 
has been developed since then, but still 
has the same footprint.
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Sue Allan’s magnificent succulent garden stretches for 10 acres and 
is located approximately 800 metres from the border of what is now 
the Nairobi National Park. 

The house circa 1948

A view of the garden with Aloe dawei in the foreground

A succulent garden in Kenya continued
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With an annual rainfall of approximately 
1100mm per year in two rainy seasons, 
April/May and October/November, we 
collected all we could from the roof as 
there was no mains water for many years. 
About 30 years ago, we built a half-acre 
pond, with the run off from the adjacent 
road, from which we are now able to draw  
water.  
Gardening was a constant challenge and 
succulent water-wise plants simply made 
sense. I began work on the succulent 
garden about 25 years ago.  
Using a lengthy hose to mark out the long 
bold shapes of the succulent beds, we 
added tons of garden compost and 
brought in many tons of manure to loosen 
the clay soil. We had no existing rocky 
outcrops so added in a few truck loads of 
large rocks with interesting lichen 
pigmentations where we can grow species 
such as the pendulous Aloe confusa. We 

also used large flat stones inside the bed 
to create stepping stones.  
The collection of wild plants grew. We tried 
at first to plant them in groups according to 
where they had been collected, but that did 
not seem to work. I wanted a ‘botanic’ 
garden that was also pleasing in terms of 
colour and contrasting textures.  
I am helped by my partner, Brian Williams, 
who owns an indigenous-tree nursery north 
of Nairobi. Our garden collection probably 
has over 20 species of Sansevieria and 40 
species of Aloe, many Euphorbia and a 
number of small stapeliads too. Indigenous 
is a loose definition and when friends came 
bearing gifts of other little treasures, it was 
difficult to say no. Suffice it to say that we 
prefer the local Kenyan plants but the 
collection now includes aloes from north 
Africa, Madagascar and of course from 
southern Africa, as well as a handful of 
other exotics.  

A view of the 
pond
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Sansevieria powysii Sansevieria raffillii

The amazing caudex of Pyrenacantha malvifolia
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Using one of the basic principles of 
gardening with taller plants at the back and 
smaller, shorter ones in the front worked 
for a while, but you need to see and enjoy 
the quirkiness of Pyrenacantha malvifolia 
with its huge above ground caudex or a 
Cephalopentandra ecirrhosa with its thick 
conical caudex (see front cover). 
We took cuttings of Adenia globosa subsp. 
globosa, a member of the Passifloraceae, 

from the wild, with its thorny tangle of 
twisted stems and its wonderful warty 
caudex, which now has to be moved to 
allow more space for growth. 
Many years ago I was fortunate to inherit 
three huge Echinocactus grusonii and 
these form a feature at the front. Several 
various succulent arborescent shrubs with 
tuberous stems were added to give the 
bed height such as Pachypodium lamerei 

A view of the garden 
in 2021
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Aloe 
mubendiensis and 
Echinocactus 
grusonii

(Madagascan palm) and Pachypodium 
rosulatum var. gracilius, with its long rigid 
spines, from southern Africa. Its attractive 
frangipani-like, striking, white-scented 
flowers and grey spiny stem are a perfect 
foil to the Aloe ballyi next to it. Aloe ballyi is 
one of the three highly poisonous aloes 
found in Kenya. The pachypodiums are 
usually found in full sun in rocky 
environments – even sandstone 
escarpments – and had to be planted on 
raised ground with good drainage.  

Like any other garden, a succulent garden 
is a work-in-progress and constant 
trimming and replanting is required. 
Interesting architectural features make it 
fun to work with and the juxtaposition of a 
group of Sansevieria trifasciata, Aloe 
fibrosa, Cotyledon barbeyi, Delosperma 
nakurense and the large stubby leaves of 
Sansevieria fischeri was particularly 
pleasing. The new Delosperma 
melepoense, which I discovered some 
years ago, looks quite unlike the first time 
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Aloe archeri with 
Pachypodium 
geayi
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Delosperma melepoense

The flowers of Pachypodium lamerei
Aloe ballyi
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Cotyledon barbeyi, yellow flowering

we saw it, shrivelled up and brown 
between two rocks on an exposed rocky 
face. It is, of course, a treasure planted 
between two lovely large rocks. 
In another area, I have grouped together 
different species of Sansevieria and I have 
cheated a little by adding the occasional  
rosemary bush and a few exotic Asplenium 
ferns for their leaf contrast, lime green 
colouration and to soften the harsh angles 
of the sansevierias and aloes which give 
the garden its framework. 
I was fortunate enough to find a lemon-
yellow form of Cotyledon barbeyi, which I 
had never seen previously, just before they 
built a new road and decimated the parent 
plants! Interesting specimens of the stem 
succulents, Dorstenia foetida, sadly 
succumbed after a year or two, and when 
we returned to find more seed, they had 
either been eaten by nearby goats or 
removed by over-zealous collectors. 
Groups of various aloes dominate one of 
the beds. Attractive to sunbirds, Aloe 
secundiflora is a delight when several 
bloom together. Aloe lateritia var. 
graminicola used to be seen in endless 
fields in the Rift Valley. At the front of the 
beds, we have planted some of the smaller 
aloes – the more recently discovered Aloe 
tegetiformis, Aloe juvenna from southern 
Kenya, and the very short grass aloe, Aloe 
myriacantha, which is difficult to see in the 
long grass except when in bloom.  
We love the spotted leaves and bright 
yellow inflorescence of Aloe labworana, 
which we had seen in Uganda almost on 
the Sudanese border, when we were 
attempting to find the elusive Aloe ikiorum. 
One of the most pleasing aloes in our 
garden is the frequently flowering Aloe 
diolii from the Sudan, which was given to 
us by the late Gilfrid Powys who 
discovered it. Another is Aloe jibisana, from 
north-eastern Kenya, which is hardy and 
has attractive yellow flowers. Aloe 
dorotheae is a small stemless aloe with 
attractive yellow or red forms and its leaves 
form dense, brightly coloured fleshy 
groups, a good contrast to the dark grey-
green spotted leaves of Aloe francombei 
with its soft pink inflorescence and papery 
bracts.  
To prevent cross-pollination, it is best to 
deadhead inflorescences before they set 
seed. We have seen some interesting 
hybrids in the wild, one of which appears 
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to be a hybrid between the tall Aloe 
volkensii and Aloe macrosiphon, which 
occurs in southern Kenya, and which was a 
most attractive specimen! 
A cutting of the interesting Euphorbia 
classenii was collected from its type 
locality, on exposed rock faces, its golden 
yellow cyathia a lovely addition to the 
collection. I also have a small yellow-
flowering single-thorned Euphorbia, which I 
collected many years ago, and is yet to be 
named; my elder son wanted to call it 
Euphorbia ‘nagalot’. Euphorbia lenewtonii, 
a relatively new species, is doing well. 
I planted several indigenous bushes of 
Rhus and Croton, under which one is likely 
to see various stapeliads and Cissus 
species in the wild. These bushes are now 
providing too much shade and I have some 
decisions ahead as to whether to trim them 
to allow more light or simply remove a few.  
Aeonium leucoblepharum, with its spoon-
shaped leaves, prefers hot sun and I have 
seen this growing at altitude in Ethiopia 
with snow-covered mountains behind. 

Aloe labworana
Aloe diolii

A succulent garden in Kenya continued
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Aloe lateritia Aloe lateritia, coral form

Aloe lateritia var. graminicola Aloe tegetiformis
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Aloe elgonica Aloe ngongensis

Kenya has the evergreen form. The small 
common Crassula schimperi adds interest 
between some of the aloes, but it is fairly 
prolific and has to be maintained. To my 
delight, although they are not succulent, 
several Gloriosa superba popped up in my 
Aloe bed, their leaf-tipped tendrils and 
orange-red flowers, attractive to both birds 
and butterflies, making it a showy 
spectacle after the rains. Indigenous 
orchids, both terrestrial and epiphytic, 
partly succulent, were my first interest. We 
have a number of indigenous orchids, from 
the spectacular Ansellia africana to various 
tiny Microcoelia, Aerangis, Cyrtorchis, 
Diaphananthe and many in between! 
The hardy Cissus quadrangularis and the 
drought tolerant, Cissus rotundifolia in 
particular make delightful hanging features 
from a larger variegated form of Euphorbia 
candelabrum; the C. rotundifolia having 
attractive yellowish green cymes and red 
berries. Cyphostemma jiguu has grown all 
over an old Bougainvillea and the showy 
inflorescences attract the bees. 
In an effort to save watering, I have tried to 
keep most of my succulents in the ‘arid, 

Aloe allochroa
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Euphorbia lenewtonii

Diaphananthe fragrantissima

Euphorbia ‘nagalot’

southern region’ of the garden, where little 
watering is required. Further north is my 
‘tropical garden’, with various bromeliads 
and both indigenous and exotic plants in 
hanging baskets. Other epiphytes have 
been placed on the trees including the only 
indigenous cactus in Kenya, Rhipsalis 
baccifera, both the variety with the wine 
red fruits and the more common one with 
white fruits. An unusual curiosity is Bowiea 
volubilis, with its yellow-green flowers. In 
the absence of aerial leaves it 
photosynthesises using the fine green 
stems from its onion-like bulb that twine 
around the nearby stems of other plants.  
The attractive red flowering Kleinia 
abyssinica pops up all over in the garden 
and provides colour at times when there is 
otherwise little colour. The smaller Kleinia 
gregorii is less abundant and the Kleinia 
petraea provides a lovely yellow-orange 
flush along the base of a flowering bed. 
Monadenium stapelioides is really attractive 
when in flower. Of course we have much-
treasured specimens of Edithcolea grandis 
and a variety with red flowers, which we 
found in the north. I have been known to 
put an umbrella over them in the rains!  
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Cyphostemma 
jiguu

Rhipsalis 
baccifera

Cyrtorchis arcuataAerangis confusa



Edithcolea 
grandis, 
northern red 
form

Edithcolea 
grandis, 
usual form 
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Kalanchoe densiflora

Kleinia petraea

Orbea 
subterranea

Orbea semota



Monadenium magnificum
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Our garden is home to many visitors, as well as plants, including this 
chameleon (Triocerus hoehnelli)

Monadenium ellenbeckii Monadenium guentheri

Good value, when it flowers, is the 
attractive Orbea semota, which has edible 
stems attractive to herders and their goats! 
I was recently gifted an Echidnopsis 
dammanniana. 
Planting the stunning Caralluma socotrana 
some years ago, I was told that in Nairobi it 
would last no more than 14 months as it 
prefers lower altitudes and very hot sun. It 
lasted just that almost to the day! 
A new extension to one of the beds 
provides space for some tiny Adenium 
obesum, Desert Rose, seedlings that were 
rescued from the rising waters of Lake 
Baringo two years ago. We were horrified 
that so many beautiful old Desert Roses 
were drowning, thick-stemmed bushy 
succulents with gorgeous pink flowers, that 
had survived over time on rocky ground. 
They absolutely do not tolerate over-
watering, and so the rescued seedlings 
were planted with Stapeliads, such as 
Orbea dummeri, Huernia keniensis and 
various Portulaca and Kalanchoe species.  
Desmidorchis foetida was planted with 
good drainage in mind, but they do better 
at a lower altitude. They were planted well 
away from the house, as the scent can be 
all-pervading.  
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Euphorbia abyssinica

We are members of Succulenta East Africa, 
a group of succulent-plant enthusiasts. We 
hold meetings, arrange excursions to 
succulent plant habitats and produce a 
number of publications including a quarterly 
newsletter. We are affiliated to Nature Kenya,  
a non-profit organisation established to 
promote the understanding and 
conservation of nature.  
Do visit our websites at: 
Succulenta East Africa 
Nature Kenya

The climbing Ceropegia cufodontii and 
Ceropegia denticulata were planted against 
indigenous Rhus, Ochna and flowering 
Ruttya. 
In another area, we have a number of 
Cleistocactus sp., the lava cactus, its 
yellow green stems are a delight against 
the very dark leaves of a giant bromeliad. 
Cissus quadrangularis, Cynanchum viminale 
and Cynanchum gerrardii have been sited 
not far from our boundary where they can 
creep over the fence. Also on the boundary 
we have planted a few taller euphorbias, 
Euphorbia candelabrum, Euphorbia 
wakefieldii, Euphorbia abyssinica and the 
rarer Euphorbia cussonioides as well as 
several different bushy Euphorbia such as 
Euphorbia pseudoburuana with its 
attractive yellow cyathia. Euphorbia 
gossypina is common in this area with its 
reddish-yellow colouring. Monadeniums, 
now classified as Euphorbia, are always 
fun; their often upright, sometimes 
scandent, succulent toothed stems are an 
interesting contrast to the aloes. 
Invasive species of Opuntia have crept into 
some Kenyan gardens and the National 
Parks and have become a worry as they 
can spread so prolifically and are hard to 
eradicate. Various projects have been afoot 
to curb their growth using the species-
specific Cochineal Bug, one of which is the 
Dactylopius coccus. The invasive 
Parthenium from Mexico is also of great 
concern and needs to be removed before it 
flowers.   
Succulent gardening is an ongoing exercise 
and hard work but most rewarding and lots 
of fun.  n 

Photos: Sue Allan 

http://succulentaea.org/
https://naturekenya.org/
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Woodside Cacti
Quality plants at affordable prices.
Cacti and succulents grown in our nursery.
Our main love is succulents – particularly
Echeverias and Haworthias – propagated
from our own collection.

www.woodsidecacti.co.uk

Cacti, succulents and seed sales
Formerly Eau Brink Cacti, visitors are
welcome to view the collection and sales
plants by appointment.
We will be selling at a number of major
cactus marts and other events.
Contact us for further details.

Twickers, Eau Brink Road, Tilney All Saints,
King’s Lynn PE34 4SQ
Tel: 01553 617132 Email:

Ian & Sarda Woolnough

Speakers
Roger Ferryman Eriosyce – Home & Away
Ian Woolnough Mexico 2016 – Puebla, Oaxaca

and more
Andy Young Poaching in South Africa

Plant Sales
Alice Vanden Bon, C&V Cacti
Harrow Branch Members

Raf昀e
Tickets £17*

Includes buffet lunch
plus morning & afternoon refreshments
*Admission by ticket only
(available up to Tues 12 July) from Chris Backhouse
Email
WhatsApp or text 07484 722657

Venue
Hamilton Centre, Brunel University, Kingston Lane
Uxbridge, Middlesex, UB8 3PH

Satnav UB8 3PN
Free parking adjacent to Towers A & B

British Cactus & Succulent Society

10.00am – 5.00pm
Sunday 24 July 2022CONVENTION

ZONE6

Seedling cacti
grown in West Sussex

All our plants are UK grown.
We do not buy in plants to
sell on.

A wide variety – from collectors’
cacti to plants suitable for
beginners.

Visit our website www.cvcacti.co.uk

Chris Backhouse

Directions

Ian Woolnough

mailto:kaktuskris123@gmail.com
https://www.brunel.ac.uk/about/finding-us
mailto:ianneilwoolnough@gmail.com



